Warm Fleece Mittens

Price: Free!

Materials you will Need:
- 1/3 yard fleece, for mittens and lining (in the example I used different cloth in the lining)
- Thread
- Assembled printed pattern
- scissors
- .25 inch elastic, approx 8-12 inches.

You can find the instructions here.
Confused on how to assemble the pattern? No worries! Just **click here** for an easy step by step video to show you how to assemble the pattern.

You might also like (Click envelope to go to):

- **Candy Stripe Scrunchie Scarf**
  - Size: One size fits
- **Basic Hat Variation with Horns**
  - Sizes: One Size Fits Most
- **Basic Hat with Ribbon**
  - Sizes: Baby to Adult
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